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Abstract 
An example of a uniformly path connected, plane continuum P is constructed and proved to 
admit no continuous surjection onto P homotopic to the constant map. This answers a question of 
D.P. Bellamy in the negative. 0 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
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It is an easy observation that if a continuum Y admits a continuous surjection f : X - 
Y for some compactum X such that .f is homotopic to the constant map, then Y is a 
uniformly path connected continuum, or equivalently, Y is a continuous image of the 
Cantor fan [4]. On the other hand, each uniformly path connected continuum Y has such 
a mapping. Indeed, one can take the Cantor fan for such X applying the contractibility 
of x. 
Years ago D.P. Bellamy asked whether each uniformly path connected continuum X 
admits a continuous surjection f : X 4 X homotopic to the constant map [ 1, Problem 64, 
p. 3771. The spaces having such property are called g-contractible, for this notion is a 
natural generalization of the concept of usual contractibility (see a short discussion on 
the notion in the final part of the paper). In this paper we provide an example of a 
uniformly path connected, plane continuum P which is not g-contractible, so, we answer 
Bellamy’s question in the negative. To prove this, it is shown that there is a set F in I’ 
containing more than one point such that for any mapping f : P + P if ,f is homotopic 
to a continuous autosurjection of P, then F c f(P). 
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Preliminaries. A continuum X is said to be uniformly path connected provided there 
exists a family 3 of paths in X (i.e., continuous mappings from [O,l] into X) such that 
(a) for any pair 2, y E X there is a path f E 3 joining x with y, and 
(b) for any E > 0 there is a positive integer n such that for each f E 3 there are 
numbers to = 0 < tl < t2 < ... < t, = 1 such that diamf([ti_i, ti]) < E for 
i= I,2 )‘.., 71. 
A continuum X is said to be g-contractible if there is a mapping f from X onto X 
such that f is homotopic to a constant mapping. 
A sequence of sets A, is called a null-sequence, if lim diam A, = 0. 
In this paper we will denote by R-the set of all reals, Z&the set of all integers, 
N-the set of all positive integers, (a, b)-the open interval with end points a and b, 
[a, b]-the closure of (a, b), (a, b)-the point in the plane with coordinates a and b. 
If X is a continuum, then we will denote by 2 x the space of all closed nonempty 
subsets of X, and by C(X) the space of all nonempty subcontinua of X, both metrized 
by the Hausdorff distance. 
Construction. We start with the construction of the example announced in the introduc- 
tion. Let C be the Cantor set in the closed interval [0, 11. Denote by (a,, b,) for n E N, 
the components of [0, l] \ C, by F the product C x [0, 11, and by T the set [0, l] x { 1). 
For any n E N take a set D, = {dz: k E Z} in (a,, b,) satisfying the following 
conditions: 
lim dE=u,, ,rna$ = b,, d: < dz,, for k E Z. 
k+-oo 
We put D = U{ D,: 71 E Pi}. For any n E N, any i E { 1, , 2n}, and any k E N define 
the straight line segment A(n, i, k) with end points (d;, i/2n), (d;,, , (i - 1)/2”). The 
constructed continuum is the union (see Fig. 1) 
P=F~T~(Dx[0,1])u~{A(rr,d,k:): HEN, i~{l,..., 2”}, kE?Lj. 
Fig. 1. 
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Let A’(n, i, k) stand for the straight line segment in P with end points (d{ (i - 1)/2”) 
and (dz: i/2n). Observe that for each n E N and i E { 1) . . .2”} the set 
B(n,> i) = cl@ { A( ~r,i,k)uA’(n,i,k): k E Z}), (1) 
is a continuum in P homeomorphic to the one point union of two copies of the sin( 1 /.c)- 
curve with two straight line segments as the maximal convergence continua. One of these 
segments has the end points (Us,,. (i - 1)/2”), (a,,,i/2”), and the other (&. (i - 1)/2”), 
(b,,; i/29. 
Properties of P. Now, we will present a number of properties of P. They will be used 
to prove that 1’ is not g-contractible. 
Property 1. Continuum P is uniformly path connected. 
Proof. Let us take the following families of arcs 
F1={{3.}x[0,1]u[0,5]x{1}: 2ECUD). 
FZ = A(n, i, lc) u {d;} x 
1 <i < 2”, k E 
One can easily observe the following properties of 3 = Ft U _F2;; the point (0, 1) 
belongs to each element of F, IJF = P, F can be uniformly parameterized, obtaining 
thus a uniform family of paths. 0 
The next property of P follows from the following lemmas. 
Lemma 1. For any closed subset K of a metric space X, any locally connected con- 
tinuum L in X intersects at most countably many arc components of X \ K. 
Proof. By the local arc connectedness of L each point of L \ K has a neighborhood in 
L \ K intersecting only one arc component of X \ K. Hence the conclusion follows by 
the separability of L \ K. 0 
By Lemma 1 we have 
Lemma 2. If a metric space X contains an open subset with uncountably many arc 
components, then X is not a countable union of locally connected continua. 
Now, observe that the family 
A = {PIT ((ad,,) x [O, 1)): nEW}U{{rc)x[O:1): nxc} 
consists of all arc components of P\T, for any arc joining some points from two different 
elements of the family must intersect T. 
Since the family is uncountable, we have 
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Property 2. The continuum P is not a countable union of locally connected continua. 
Let define the set C’ = C\ lJ{ { arr, b,( }: n E N} of all so-called irrational points of 
the Cantor set, and the family A’ = {{x} x [O. 1): :I: E C’} of all arc components of 
P \ T corresponding to the elements of C’. 
Property 3. Let f be any continuous function from P onto P. There is a countable 
family A0 c A’ such that the family A” = A’\A’ has the properg 
f-‘( ()A") c UA’ (2) 
Proof. Define the following family of arcs. 
4? = {{z} x [O, 11: :x: E D u C\C’} U T 
u {A(n,i, k): 0 6 i < 2”, k E Z, n, E N}. 
For any B E B the image f(B) is a locally connected continuum in P. By Lemma 1, 
f(B) intersects only countably many sets A belonging to A’ c A. Let A(B) c A’ be 
the family of all such A. The family A0 = U{A(B): B E 23) satisfies the required 
conditions. 0 
Property 4. For each sequence {pn} of points 
verging to a point po E G there are continua 
n,=1,2 . . . . . and ,J$= diam(K,,) = 0. 
Proof. Let p, = (z,, yy,) be any sequence in G 
in the Cantor comb G = T u F con- 
h;, c P such that pn , po E K, , for 
converging to some p. = (50, ~0) E G. 
Given an E > 0, we will find a subcontinuum K of P such that p,, E K for almost all n, 
po E K and diam(K) < E. Take an interval [a,: b] c R with length < ~/2 and a < 20 < b. 
so small that for any n E W the following implication is satisfied: if (n,, , b,) c [a, b], 
then there is a continuum B(n: i) (see (1)) whose projection to the second coordinate 
is contained in the interval [YO - ~/4, :JO + t^/4] n [O! 11. Define K as the union of the 
product ([a, b] n C) x ([Y/O - ~/4, ~0 + ~/4] n [0, 11) and of all sets B(n, Z) as above. 
One can verify that K has the required properties. The details are left to the reader. 0 
In the proof of the next property we will apply the two following lemmas. The second 
one follows from the theorem of Eilenberg [2, p. 681. 
For any 1): E IR” define the projection 7rz with respect to (I: of IR” \ {z} onto the unit 
(7~ - 1 )-sphere around 2. 
Lemma 3. Let f : X -+ IF” be any continuous mapping dejined on a metric space X and 
let p E X. Assume that there is a null-sequence uk of sets approximating p, and points Ck 
in IR” \ f(X) such that the mappings 7r,, o (flu k are essential. Then for any homotopy ) 
H: X x [O, l] + f(X) with H(z, 0) = f(x) for 5 E X, we have H(p, t) = f(p) for 
each t E [O! l]. 
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Proof. Since the sets f( Uk) approximate f(p) and xC, o (fiUk) are essential, we see 
that lim (‘k = f(r)). Suppose, on the contrary, that q = H(y. to) # .f(p) for some to > 0. 
Observe that H(Uk x {to}) .’ IS a null sequence approximating q # f(p). Therefore, the 
mappings gk on Uk defined by gk(.zz) = 7rTT, I (H(.c. to)) are not essential for almost all k 
(they cannot be surjective, for limck = f@)). On the other hand, the mapping Hk on 
Uk x [O. to] defined by Hk(x.t) = xTT,, (H(.r. t)) is a homotopy between 7rrA o (,f 1 Uk) 
and gk, a contradiction to the essentiality of z,., o (.flUk). 0 
Lemma 4. Let X be a metric continuum wjhich is the union of hvo continua XI. X2, 
and let 11 :X + S be a continuous surjection onto the unit circle S in R’. If there are 
disjoint continuu (may be degenerate) II, I, c S such that 11,(X,) n 11(X?) = I, I_ I,, 
and lr(X~ n X2) n II # 01 # h(X, n X2) n 12, then 11 is essential. 
Proof. If the function h fulfilling assumption of the lemma were not essential, we would 
have 11 = p o 3, where p, y are mapping such that ,+c : X + LR, and p : Ii2 + S, where 
p(t) = e27rit (see [2]). Thus, we would have 
WC n x2) =P(P(X~ n&l) c P(M) n +4X2)) c P(P(-XI)) np(+4xz)) 
= h(X, ) n lt(xz) = I, u I?. 
Since p(Xt)np(Xz) is a clos e d segment in the real line, then y(p(Xt ) np(X,)) is an arc 
in 5’ and the set 11(X1 nX2) may intersect only one of the arcs I,. 11, a contradiction. 0 
Property 5. For each mapping 9 ,from P onto P and each q E F there is a point 
p E f’-‘(q) such that for any homotopy H : P x [O. I] - P with H(z.0) = .f(.r) ,f;,r 
.I’ E I’. n’e have H(p, t) = f(p) = q jix each t E [O. 11. 
Remark. In particular, observe that the above conclusion implies: For any surjection 
,f : P - P and any mapping y : P 4 P homotopic to f we have F c g(P). 
Proof. First take any point rl = (.I.o,.~o) E U A” c F. where A” is such as in Property 3 
for the map f. For such q there is a sequence q, = (.c,, . go) converging to q, and fulfilling 
conditions {cJ,,} c U A" and JO # .r, # :r,,( for 71 # rn. Observe that .f- ’ (q,) c U A' 
for all II. Fix a sequence nn = (.T:~. :I/&), II = I, 2. . contained in U A’ such that 
f(PlL) = %I. 
By compactness of F. we can assume that p,, converges to some JIO = (.I$: !/h) E F. 
By the continuity of f we have po E f-‘(q). thus, p() E U A’. 
We will show that CC:, # xi, for almost all II. If not, then the points p,, and p. are 
contained in the same arc component of F for almost all 71. Since p,l converge to po, then 
for almost all R the images (I,> = .f’(~~) and (1 = f&) lie in the same arc component of 
F, by the continuity of j. Hence II: 7L = LO for some 7) # 0, a contradiction. 
Thus, not losing generality, assume that .& # J{, for all II # 0. Since y t UA”, then 
f-‘((I) nT = @. and we have {.c~} x [j/b, 1) @ f-‘(q). (If not. we would have (z-b. 1) E 
.f-’ ((1) n T.) So, th e o owing number 1110 = max{y E [rub. I): f({.&} x [yh.!/]) = {q}} f 11 
is well defined. 
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We will show that the point p defined as (zb, ~a> satisfies the conclusion, i.e., each 
homotopy starting at f is constant at p. 
Fix an E > 0. By the uniform continuity off, there exists a positive number S < E such 
that for each pair ~1,252 E P with d(zt ,Q) < 6, we have d(f(zt ), f(.z~)) < (1 - y0)/2. 
There exists uo E (we; 1) such that 1 tug - uo I< 6/4, and f( (cE~,uo)) # q. Denoting by 
IV0 the segment with end points (zb, ,UIO), (CC;, UO), we have that the locally connected 
continuum f(IVe) is a segment contained in (20) x [0, 1). Denote T = f( (zb, ~0)) and 
take a positive number 6’ < S such that d(f(z), f(y)) < d(q, r)/4 for all z, y E P with 
d(z, y) < 6’. 
Now, we will show that f((&, 2~0)) E (a~~~} x [O? 1) for sufficiently large n. Indeed, 
denote by I,, n = 0, 1, . , the segment with end points (xi! yk), (xi,: 2~0). Since I,, 
converges to 10 and f(Ia) = {q}, then locally connected continua f(&) form a null 
sequence converging to {q}. Since f((zk,yL,)) = (CZZ~~ gy,) lies in {zCn} x [O: l), then 
f(I,) C (a~~} x [0, 1) for sufficiently large n. 
By Property 4, for sufficiently large n there are continua KA, Ki with diameters 
< S’/4, joining {zc~~ WO) with (&, wa), and (xi,, UO) with (&, ue), respectively. Denote 
by W,, the segment with end points (r’,, ~UIO), (z$? ~0). For the same reason as that for 
f(Wo), the continuum f(I&) is a segment lying in {z,} x [0, 1) for almost all n. 
Fix any n fulfilling the two above conditions. Let U = WO U I-CA U I/r/;, U Kl. 
Observe that each of the continuum f(KiI), f(Ki) joins the segments f(Wo), f(Wn), 
and 
f(KL) C {z E E?: d(q, z) < d(q, r)/4}, and 
f(K:) c {z E R2: d(T, z) < d(q, r)/4}. 
Take any c E IR2 \ P with the first coordinate between xn and 20, such that d(c, q) = 
d(c, T). Let S be the unit circle in R’ around c. Observe that c is contained in the 
bounded component of IR2 \ f(U) so that we can apply Lemma 4 taking X = U, 
Xt = Wo U E(:, U Kii, X2 = r/ii, U IT:, U Ki, and h = 7riT, o f]U. Thus the mapping 
7r, 0 (f]U) : U 4 S is essential. 
Since E has been arbitrarily chosen and U is in the &-neighborhood around p, the 
conclusion is obtained for q by Lemma 3. 
To complete the proof one can observe that the set of all points q E P such that the 
required p E f - ’ (q) exists is closed. In fact, let q E P be a limit point of a sequence 
{gn) with points P, E f-‘(qn) such that any homotopy starting at f is constant at p,,. 
Any accumulation point p of {p,} is such that H(p, t) = f(p) = g for each t E [0, 11. 
Since cl U A” = F, then the proof is complete. 0 
As an immediate consequence of Property 5 we obtain 
Property 6. The continuum P is not g-contractible. 
Thus, we have proved the main result of the paper. 
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Theorem 1. There exists a plune, unqormly path connected continuum which is not 
g-contractible. 
We say that a property (p) is a continuous invariant (inverse continuous invariant) 
provided for each pair of spaces X, Y if there is a continuous surjection f : X + Y, 
then Y has (p), if X has (p) (X has (p), if Y has (~1)). Two spaces X, Y are said 
to be continuously equivalent provided there are continuous surjections f : X 4 Y and 
g : Y + X. The property (p) is called a generalized continuous invariant (we will shortly 
write a g-continuous invariant) provided for each pair of continuously equivalent spaces 
X and Y, space X has property (p) if and only if Y has property (p). Observe that each 
continuous invariant and each inverse continuous invariant is a g-continuous invariant. 
Notice that g-contractibility is neither a continuous invariant nor an inverse continuous 
invariant. Indeed, since a continuum is uniformly path connected if and only if it is 
a continuous image of the Cantor fan (see [4]), and the Cantor fan is g-contractible 
(it is even contractible). then. by Theorem 1, we infer that g-contractibility is not a 
continuous invariant. Since the Cantor fan is y-contractible and it is a continuous image 
of numerous nonuniformly path connected continua (say of the pseudo-arc) which are not 
y-contractible, then g-contractibility is not an inverse continuous invariant. However, !J- 
contractibility is a g-continuous invariant. In fact, if X. 1r are metric spaces, f : X 4 Y, 
9 : Y - X continuous surjections, and a surjection h : X - X is homotopic to a constant 
map, then the mapping f o /I 0 g from I- onto Y is homotopic to a constant mapping as 
well. Thus Y is !/-contractible. 
There are other known examples of generalized continuous invariants for continua 
which are neither continuous invariants nor inverse continuous invariants. Each of them 
corresponds to some homeomorphic invariant for continua. Namely, they are: contin- 
uous homogeneity corresponding to homogeneity (compare [3,6]), and the property of 
admitting continuous surjection (Peano mapping) onto the Cartesian square of the space, 
corresponding to the property that the space is homeomorphic to its Cartesian square [7]. 
Similarly, g-contractibility corresponds to contractibility. 
Question 1. Given a g-contractible continuum X, does there exist a contractible contin- 
uum Y continuously equivalent to X? 
Observe that the continuum P is rather far from being acyclic (it separates the plane 
into infinitely many components), and moreover, its cyclic properties have been essen- 
tially used in the proof of the non-g-contractibility of P. On the other hand, for any 
continuum X its hyperspaces C(X) and 2” have “nice” acyclic properties (see, e.g., 
[S, Theorem I. 173 and Corollary 1.18 11). Moreover, it is known that for any continuum 
X its hyperspace 2x IS g-contractible [5, p. 2471. So we end the paper recalling the 
following natural question of Nadler [5. p. 248). 
Question 2 (Nadler). Is C(X) g-contractible for each continuum X? 
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